Improving Flight Test Safety Through Enhanced Safety Risk Management

**Workshop**

- Exploring effective safety risk management (SRM) to include contemporary definitions and available references that may or may not be familiar to test teams.
- Reinforce understanding and provide opportunity to refine competence in identifying test hazards, the causes for those hazards, and mitigations to ultimately reduce risk to as low as reasonably practicable.
- Practicing effective SRM will offer a tangible benefit for attendees in conducting test hazard analyses (THA) back at their host organizations.
- THAs developed during the tutorial may be hosted on the Flight Test Safety Database (FTSD) as a resource for the flight test community.

**Technical Session**

- To complement the theme, we will hear from test teams on their SRM process.
- Did it have the safety effect they anticipated.
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- How its going
VX4

VHF
ADS-B transponder
S Band Data Radio
Mobile connectivity

4 tilting forward propellers
4 aft propellers
Triplex fly-by-wire control

Single pilot
4 person cabin

Carbon fibre airframe
Gull wing
V tail
Tricycle undercarriage

8 battery packs
How it started

- Risk Management integral part of the organisation Safety Management System (SMS)

- Developing SMS for more complex aircraft and test operation

- Safety Culture
  - Rapidly growing company with diverse experience (including non aviation)
  - Ambitious timelines

- ICAO Safety Management Manual decision aid
Developing Safety Culture

An informed culture
- Leadership commitment to safety
- Regular communications – positive reinforcement

A reporting culture
- Small start-ups just deal with issues
- As the business grows formal reporting needed to raise issues to management to take the action needed
- Encouragement to report at all levels in the business – understand the near misses before they become an accident

A learning culture
- There are no new flight test accidents – educate with case studies
- Train for human factors in the flight test environment with simulator and telemetry system

A just culture
- Just Policy was in place
- Need to educate staff
- Encouragement for near misses to be raise openly & honestly

A flexible culture
- No issue here
- Almost too flexible
Experimental eVTOL hazards

- High Voltage
  - Significant energy stored & distributed
  - Training & processes
  - Emergency services awareness

- Thermal Management
  - Motor & Inverters
  - Batteries charging & discharging

- Structural Vibration
  - Relatively stiff structure
  - Systems harmonics

- Loss of Control
  - Unified control
  - Novel effectors
  - Understand what the black boxes are doing

- Normal flight test hazards
Eliminating hazards

- Flight Test lead on Concept of Operations for the test aircraft
  - Establishing use cases and user needs to feed requirements
- Test aircraft operation as a control system with telemetry
  - System-Theoretic Process Analysis step 2
  - Develop requirements for telemetry & training
- Leading creation of flight crew publications; Aircraft Flight Manual and Checklists
- Trying things out in the Pilot In the Loop Simulator
- Proving equipment on rigs
Mitigating hazards

- Train the team in a realistic environment
- Initial whole aircraft running in a big hangar
- Tethered operation first
  - Build confidence in new technology
  - Use ground power to run motors for longer
- Incremental envelope expansion & fail fast
  - Thrustborne – most demanding on power train
  - Wingborne
  - Transition – eVTOL concept hangs on this
- Take things as slow as you can
  - Pressure to deliver
- Test away from the company pressures, but close enough to get engineering advice quick
- Having experience in key areas
What's an acceptable risk

- Is the Risk tolerable
- Have we taken all practicable measure
- Developing the safety argument – BowTie & Goal
  Structured argument
- First Flight Readiness Review
- Independent CAA Permit to Fly review
- Remote versus crewed
  - Going from remote mentality to pilot on board
  - Balancing loss of situational awareness of on board pilot with confidence in novel systems
- Human element to Risk appetite
  - Need to progress
  - Personnel experience & exposure to risk ownership
How its going

• VX4 prototype built
• Tethered ground runs completed
• Tethered hover
  • Prove the structure and power train
  • Prove VX4 can fly
• Low speed envelope expansion
  • Focus on transition corridor
• Aircraft enhancements
  • Propeller efficiencies
  • Crew escape system
• Wingborne
• Transition

**Step 1 - Build and Commissioning**
The VX4 Prototype was built through Q1 at our partner GKN’s Global Technology Centre where 90% of the build was completed and low voltage systems commissioned. The Prototype was then dismantled and transported to our test facility in Q2 where it was reassembled and the remaining 10% build completed, ready for ground tests and final commissioning.

**Step 2 - Ground Tests**
The VX4 Prototype has completed a series of rigorous ground based tests, a requirement for permit to fly, including vibration tests, lift load tests and propeller thrust tests to validate the build meets the design specification.

**Step 3 - Piloted Permit to Fly**
The CAA has visited our design HQ in Bristol as well as our Cotswold Airport Test Facility, inspecting engineering design and process documentation, test data, and the aircraft itself. Once satisfied, the CAA will issue a piloted permit to fly, moving us to Step 4.

**Step 4 - Tethered Hover**
The first flights are a series of fast and loose tethered hover.

**Step 5 - Low Speed Flight**
We will perform a series of untethered tests at heights of up to 50ft and speeds of up to 40kts. These multi-axis manoeuvres continue to expand the flight envelope, testing stability and control, the flight control system, propeller to propeller interactions, loads, vibrations and system operation during low speed transition.

**Step 6 - Transition and Envelope Expansion**
Following Step 5, and a key milestone, transition involves moving from hover to wing-borne cruise and back at heights of between 5,000ft and 10,000ft at speeds of up to 145kts, expanding the flight envelope fully and proving the simulation work on aerodynamics, structure, powertrain and flight control systems.
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- VX4 set to deliver electric advanced air mobility
- Holistic view of Safety Risk Management as part of SMS to support Flight Test
- Developing Safety Culture for maturing technology in a rapidly growing and dynamic environment
- Flight Test developing the Concept of Operations
- Understanding the hazards; eliminating in design or developing mitigations
- Balancing Risk to Life and need to deliver; shaped by the collective experience of the team & working environment
- VX4 prototype is built and flight test underway
Disclaimer: Forward-Looking Statement

This presentation does not constitute a solicitation for securities in Vertical Aerospace Ltd, nor an offer an offer or obligation to enter into any transaction. No representation or warranty is given nor may be implied as to the fullness, accuracy or completeness of the information contained herein. The recipient understands that taking any action relating to the securities of Vertical Aerospace Ltd. while in possession of material non-public information is subject to applicable laws and regulations, including, without limitation, U.S. federal securities laws, and the Receiving Party agrees not to take any such action that would constitute insider trading, market manipulation, or any other violation of applicable securities laws.

This presentation contains forward-looking statements within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Any express or implied statements contained in this presentation that are not statements of historical fact may be deemed to be forward-looking statements, including, without limitation, statements regarding the features and capabilities of the VX4, as well as statements that include the words “expect,” “intend,” “plan,” “believe,” “project,” “forecast,” “estimate,” “may,” “should,” “anticipate,” “will,” “aim,” “potential,” “continue,” “are likely to” and similar statements of a future or forward-looking nature. Forward-looking statements are neither promises nor guarantees, but involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from those projected, including, without limitation: Vertical’s limited operating history without manufactured non-prototype aircraft or completed eVTOL aircraft customer orders; Vertical’s history of losses and the expectation to incur significant expenses and continuing losses for the foreseeable future; the market for eVTOL aircraft being in a relatively early stage; the potential inability of Vertical to produce or launch aircraft in the volumes and on timelines projected; the potential inability of Vertical to obtain the necessary certifications on the timelines projected; any accidents or incidents involving eVTOL aircraft could harm Vertical’s business; Vertical’s dependence on partners and suppliers for the components in its aircraft and for operational needs; the potential that certain of Vertical’s strategic partnerships may not materialize into long-term partnership arrangements; pre-orders Vertical has received for its aircraft are conditional and may be terminated at any time in writing prior to certain specified dates; any potential failure by Vertical to effectively manage its growth; the impact of COVID-19 on Vertical’s business; Vertical has identified material weaknesses in its internal controls over financial reporting and may be unable to remediate the material weaknesses; Vertical’s dependence on our senior management team and other highly skilled personnel; as a private company, Vertical follows certain home country corporate governance rules, is not subject to U.S. proxy rules and is subject to Exchange Act reporting obligations that, to some extent, are more lenient and less frequent than those of a U.S. domestic public company; and the other important factors discussed under the caption “Risk Factors” in Vertical’s Annual Report on Form 20-F filed with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission ("SEC") on April 29, 2022, as such factors may be updated from time to time in Vertical’s other filings with the SEC. Any forward-looking statements contained in this press release speak only as of the date hereof and accordingly undue reliance should not be placed on such statements. Vertical disclaims any obligation or undertaking to update or revise any forward-looking statements contained in this press release, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise, other than to the extent required by applicable law.
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